
NONPROFITS

TO WATCH
Deed welcomes back “Nonprofits to Watch”, a monthly spotlight 
on nonprofits offering giving and volunteering opportunities. 



In recognition of September being Hunger Action Month, join us 
standing against hunger with Trinity's Services & Food for the 
Homeless, North Brooklyn Angels, Hollywood Food 
Coalition, and The Food Bank Singapore.



These nonprofits exceed expectations not only in vetting and 
Deed’s internal due diligence, but for the bespoke range of 
opportunities they give our communities to do good deeds. 


Exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, unemployment and food insecurity have 
only increased since the start of the decade. In 2021,  turned 
to food banks and community programs for help putting food on the table. 

 is estimated that between 720 and 811 million people in the 
world faced hunger in 2020. Around 660 million people may still face hunger in 
2030, in part due to residual effects of the pandemic on global food security.


53 million Americans

According to the U.N.
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Trinity's Services 

& Food for the Homeless

North Brooklyn Angels 

Mission: Through its daily soup kitchen and food pantry, Trinity serves ~200,000 
meals annually. The organization’s referral center connects families and individuals to 
services throughout the five boroughs.


Mission: North Brooklyn Angels’ vision of “neighbors helping neighbors” addresses the 
needs of the area through multiple approaches. Its  Mobile Soup Kitchen (popularly 
known as the Angelmobile) was developed and introduced to directly serve those 
experiencing food insecurity. 


The organization also has posted opportunities listed for
 [2-4 hours], marketing [2-4 hours], as well as 

virtual volunteer sign-ups for  and 
 [1-10 hours] needed for the organization’s website. 


 volunteer 
photographers

Chinese translation Spanish 
translation

Volunteer for Trinity’s Services & Food for the Homeless:



Trinity’s Services & Food offers shifts in its food pantry Monday through Friday, 9:30 
A.M. - 1:30 P.M. Learn more and sign up for a shift on Deed here.

Volunteer for North Brooklyn Angels:



North Brooklyn Angels is 95% volunteer-powered! Everything from 
driving the truck to cooking the meals is done by amazing volunteers. 
They rely on volunteers every day to help  cook & clean in the kitchen 
and to serve meals from the Angelmobile.



Sign up for an individual shift on Deed , or reach out to 
 to schedule an employer-wide shift for


your workplace.

here
nonprofits@deed.com
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Hollywood Food Coalition Food Bank Singapore

Mission: Hollywood Food Coalition’s mission is to feed and serve the immediate needs 
of the hungry every day of the year so they can build better lives. The organization’s 
vision is a resilient city where everyone has food, community,

and support.



Mission: To end food insecurity in Singapore in all forms.


Volunteer with Hollywood Food Coalition: 


The Community Dinner program has served hot, healthy meals every night of the 
year, since 1987, without ever missing a night. They emphasize choice, providing 
meat, vegetarian, and vegan options, serving over 83,000 meals in 2021, an almost

30% increase over 2020. 



They have no barriers to access, so the organization serves 
community members typically marginalized by the food and social 
services system. Sign up for a shift to serve a meal  or offer to 
help with food distribution via HFC’s community exchange 

here,
here.



Volunteer with Food Bank Singapore:


FBSG is looking for virtual Food Bank Ambassadors to manage various long term 
projects, particularly in graphic design and fundraising to help the organization fill in 
the gaps on professional services. Learn more about their virtual volunteering  here.

Ongoing fundraisers to support Food Bank Singapore:


Food Bank Singapore is holding a fundraiser to support 500 
households by providing each with a food card preloaded for 
$100 worth of food credits per month. Donate to FBSG’s 
fundraiser on Deed  


Food Bank Card: Accessible 24/7 Food Aid


here.
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